Comment Set C.99: Carol Brunet

Hybrid Alt proposed:
  Proposed hybrid plan

1) paralleled W S R E W streeks using 100th St
   existing right of ways

2) Would avoid cluster of houses in Leona Valley

3) Would avoid National Historic Coshima Ranch &
   the delays of doing archaeological studies

4) After agreement would cross over the alt 5
   route and meet the 4/2 routes through
   the forest.

5) Include Tubular Steel Towers! Underground
   when topography require mitigation
Response to Comment Set C.99: Carol Brunet

C.99-1 Please see response to Comment B.7-2 and Comment Set B.7, which address your recommended Hybrid Route Proposal. A number of alternative routes were identified during the Scoping process to avoid the impacts of SCE’s proposed Project. See General Response GR-4 regarding the alternatives identification process for the Project.